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Morgan & Claypool. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 244 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x
7.5in. x 0.6in.Translating Euclid reports on an effort to transform geometry for students from a
stylus-and-clay-tablet corpus of historical theorems to a stimulating computer-supported
collaborative-learning inquiry experience. The origin of geometry was a turning point in the pre-
history of informatics, literacy, and rational thought. Yet, this triumph of human intellect became
ossified through historic layers of systematization, beginning with Euclids organization of the
Elements of geometry. Often taught by memorization of procedures, theorems, and proofs,
geometry in schooling rarely conveys its underlying intellectual excitement. The recent development
of dynamic-geometry software offers an opportunity to translate the study of geometry into a
contemporary vernacular. However, this involves transformations along multiple dimensions of the
conceptual and practical context of learning. Translating Euclid steps through the multiple
challenges involved in redesigning geometry education to take advantage of computer support.
Networked computers portend an interactive approach to exploring dynamic geometry as well as
broadened prospects for collaboration. The proposed conception of geometry emphasizes the
central role of the construction of dependencies as a design activity, integrating human creation
and mathematical discovery to form a human-centered approach to mathematics. This book
chronicles...
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This sort of book is almost everything and helped me looking in advance and much more. Yes, it can be enjoy, nevertheless an amazing and interesting
literature. Its been written in an extremely simple way which is simply right a er i finished reading this publication through which in fact altered me, alter
the way i really believe.
-- Liz eth Witting-- Liz eth Witting

A brand new electronic book with a new standpoint. It is writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. Its been designed in an extremely basic way which
is merely right after i finished reading through this publication where basically altered me, change the way i believe.
-- K itty Cr ooks-- K itty Cr ooks
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